
The energy of the pyramid

The word pyramid comes from Greek and means a fire burning in the center.

Dr. Patrick Flanagan, famous for his pyramid research, calls this biocosmic energy.

It also has the meaning of a formed part of the universe, or system filled with perfection, regularity and

harmony. Therefore, pyramid energy (biocosmic energy/biocosmic energy) is a word that means "life energy

closely connected to the powers of universe."

Kirlian photography (a photography technique using voltage; similar to echography which doctors use to

check on babies while they are still in their mothers' wombs) showing the energy extending straight upwards

from the top of the pyramid.

Determination of Pyramid's orientation

To maximize the effects of biocosmic energy, one side of the pyramid must be precisely aligned with north

and south on the Earth's magnetic poles, but this device generates energy no matter which direction it is

placed. You can place it anywhere except near the electric appliances or somewhere magnetic force is

generated.

The divine proportion is used for the dimensions of the pyramid.

Energy is filled all over the inside of the pyramid, but the most intense part is the king's coffin chamber. This

is the center of the pyramid which is located at 1/3 of the entire height from the base, and this is where

energy can be given to the experimental object at any time.

In addition, the top of the pyramid and the all over the inside the pyramid are filled with energy.

Feel the energy of the pyramid.

There is a point inside the pyramid which radiates energy powerfully. Most people can sense this one point

with their hands.

Try holding your fingertips or palm near the top of the pyramid.

It can be like a slightly cold breeze, or a slight pressure, or a subtle tingling sensation.

You may feel like a slightly cold wind, or subtle pressure, or feeling of tingling.

Energy release to the floor

The pyramid continuously emits energy towards the floor. If the experimental object cannot be fit inside the

pyramid, use the energy effect of the pyramid towards the ground surface. However, it takes some time

before getting the result. (For example, if you apply this method to 4L of water, it will take more than a few

days.) You can also use the pyramid by wearing on your head like a hat to relax, read a book, or meditate.



What happens with pyramid power?

Use for alcoholic beverages and general drinking water.

Leftover coffee often tastes bitter. Yet if you put it into a non-metallic container and leave it in the pyramid for

5 to 7 minutes, the bitter taste will fade. The same will apply for wine in a glass exposed to Pyramid Energy

for five minutes and also inexpensive gin, vodka, brandy, or whiskey for 5 to 10 minutes. The texture and

taste become milder.

Ripe of fruits

Most fruits are picked and shipped before they are ripe. Therefore, in order to enjoy the flavor of freshness of

ripe fruit, place the fruit you like in the pyramid for about two hours. In some cases, such as avocado or

grapefruit, it is better to leave them in the pyramid overnight.

Effect on razor blade

Place a used razor blade inside the pyramid and leave it there for a week. It may be regenerated and usable

after a week. It is also a good idea to always return the blade into the pyramid after shaving. Always keep the

blade inside the pyramid when it is not in use, then the blade regains its sharpness.

Beauty effect

After washing your face with soap or cleansing cream, rinse your face with Pyramid Energy Water. Many

people who have done this have reported that their complexion has improved afterwards.

Energy water

Place a glass of tap water inside the pyramid and let it sit for at least 5 minutes. Many people testify that this

energy water certainly tastes better than just tap water. The finished energy water is ready to drink right

away. And once the pyramid energy water is completed, the will never return back to its original state.

It was also proven that the use of pyramid water further promoted the growth of plants and flowers. Similarly,

energy water promoted growth of indoor plants. For indoor plants, just do the same thing, spray energy

water onto the leaves. Seeds of plants also germinate faster in pyramids, and their subsequent growth is

also faster.

Energy enhancement of plant cutting

Place the cut end in a container filled with energy water, and soak the plant cutting in the energy water until

the roots emerge.

Once roots appear, it's ready to be planted. After planting them, pour the energy water which was used for

soaking onto the plant cutting.

Energy enhancement when transplanting

When moving a plant from a field or pot to another location, make sure to keep giving the energy water for at

least a week beforehand.



Please continue to give energy water even after the transplant.

Enhance the energy of cut flowers

Fill a vase or non-metallic container with energy water and place cut flowers inside. The flower lasts much

longer than it normally would.

Please try various experiments.

Energy is inexhaustible.

However, if you wish to generate stronger energy, please place a couple of pyramids of the same type on top

of the others.

All items sold here are stacked in pairs.
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